Will Streaming replace Cinemas forever?
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Since the Corona outbreak movie productions have fallen back drastically. Movies
that were originally scheduled for release in 2020 have been postponed, or even put
on a streaming service. This move, inconceivable less than 12 months ago, seems to
be a pathway to a new viewing experience as many people already subscribe to one
of the many streaming services to pass the time at home. However, does this mean
cinema is dead?
While cinemas in Europe have again mostly
opened, they are unable to release any new
blockbuster movies because the country they
are depending on, the USA, is still under
lockdown and has not been able to continue
production. This means a huge loss for cinemas, as the seats stay empty and the silver
screen remains motionless. However, that
does not mean streaming services have it all
their own way. While some have made huge
wins, internet piracy has also increased, not
because of the lack of films, but because of
the scattered nature of the products. As we
know, not all films and series are available on
a single platform and are spread across streaming services such as Netflix, Disney+, Amazon Prime and others; as such, many viewers
have taken the alternative and downloaded
or streamed the films illegally. What effect
this has on cinemas going forward is not clear; but one thing is for certain, it did not start
with the Corona outbreak. Cinema numbers
have been steadily decreasing for years with
high-ticket and snack food prices even when
the only two streaming platforms were Netflix
and Disney+. Furthermore, internet piracy had
seen a huge decrease because Streaming services were something people could afford and
even share and no longer needed to walk the
tightrope of illegal downloading. What started
as an affordable monopoly ended in a streaming war with no winner.

Therefore, what is the solution for
the cinema industry‘s survival in this
current environment? While some
cinemas have had to close, others are
desperately trying to attract viewers
despite the pandemic. Most of them
are running old films with some even
renting out the movie theatres for
private events. Nevertheless, people
prefer to stay home when new series
like “The Mandalorian” come out and
it will be very difficult getting viewers
back when everything is returns to
normal. And yet, some people still say
they miss the cinema. Be it because of
the atmosphere, the size of the screen,
sound quality and even those overprized, but good quality, snacks.
It is true, the future of the cinema
is unclear, but all is not lost. Many
movies have been announced for
2021, which will be a huge win
for customers. However, while
it is a boon for cinemagoers, it is
likely to be a huge loss for Movie
Studios because the competition
will be drastic with multiple new
blockbuster films released every
month. It seems that very few
win in this situation except us the
viewer.
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So what do we have to look forward
to? Some announced releases include “James Bond: No time to die”,
“A Quiet Place 2”, many Marvel and
DC films like “Morbius”, “Suicide
Squad 2”, “Black Widow” “Venom:
Let there be carnage” and others.
But Horror Fans can also be excited
when films like “Halloween kills”
and “The Conjuring 3” will be released near October. If people are still
interested incinemas as they were
before the pandemic, we as viewers
can expect a huge win in 2021 with
films of two years squeezed into
one. But, will cinemas truly survive
and remain as we have known them
for the last century? Will Streaming
services take their place as the pandemic, changing technology and social
norms continue changing our way of
consuming movies and series? Only
time will tell.

Diversity in films - why it is so important?
In recent years, progress has When looking at the statistics presented in the
been made in representing un- 2020 Hollywood Diversity Report by UCLA,
derrepresented groups in film the numbers are clear. People of color accounted for 27.6 percent of the leads in top films
and television. While many
for 2019, continuing an upward trend in the
countries around the world
have a vital film industry, Hol- group’s representation among the most importlywood has often been accused ant roles in theatrical films. Women accounin the past of acts such as ‘whi- ted for 44.1 percent of the leads in top films
tewashing` and depriving not for 2019, continuing an upward trend in the
only those of different ethnici- group’s share of these roles.
ties, but woman and members It is important because it affects younger geneof the LGBTQ + from starrations positively. It can also boost confidence
ring on both the big and little in adults and older generations who were not
screens. This is slowly chan- well represented earlier. Because if you can
ging, but there is still a long
see yourself on screen, and identify with chaway to go. But why is diversity racters portrayed, for the most part you will
so important in entertainment? not feel left out. You can see all these diverse
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characters and think to yourself, „there is really
nothing I cannot do“. Be it a superhero, a CEO
and everything else you could have only dreamed of. Movies make dreams come true, they
let us identify with a broad range of characters
that make us feel included anda little less left
out. Showing more women, LGBTQ + characters and people of color inleading roles, as well
as appropriatelyportraying mental illnessin the
entertainment industry can increase acceptance
and reduce the stigma surrounding a wide variety of topics.
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There can be new and unique stories with the
right representation; there is no reason why someone should not try to understand diversity in
order to make their story better. It also gives other
people a chance to stand in the spotlight for once.
For example, Black Panther was the first ever African-American superhero to lead a movie. Also,
the recent coming out of transgender actor Elliot
Page who uses he/they pronouns, is a further step
in diversity for Hollywood.
Overall, cast diversity in
top films has continued
to increase. Median global box office peaked for
films with casts that were
from 21 percent to 30
percent minority in 2018
($94 million), while films
featuring casts that were
from 41 percent to 50
percent minority emerged
as the best performers in
2019 ($76.1 million).
Even though there is
still a long way to go,
there are many films to
come, which have powerful representations
that help increase the
confidence among minorities who deserve the
right representation that
they have been seeking
their whole lives.

Resources:
https://socialsciences.
ucla.edu/wp- content/
uploads/2020/02/UCLA-Hollywood-Diversity- Report-2020Film-2-6-2020.pdf
https://deadline.
com/2020/01/hollywood-diversity-2009strides-film-tv-representation-inclusion-1202817299/
https://vocal.media/geeks/
does-diversity-matter-inthe-film- industry
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Influence of movies on our
society
Entertainment causes an inevitable corruption of society. This is a strong
thing to say, however it is the harsh truth. Movies can often show euphoric
or sometimes even dysphoric and unethical lifestyles and cause us to compare ourselves to the lives of those
in the films. We vicariously watch
these either wishing it was us or
being very thankful that it’s not.
Although this is very unhealthy, it
grabs our attention because it allows
us to escape reality for a moment
and focus on other peoples sometimes fictitious lives. Without realising, we can desired states such as relaxation and can experience various
human emotions that fulfil our daily lives. One perfect example of this is a
documentary that came out recently about Paris Hilton’s real story, that
shaped her to the woman she now is and the character she had created in
her past, that caught the attention of millions of viewers, including myself.
Paris, coming from a very well known family background didn’t know
how much influence she was actually having on her followers.
Hundreds of girls where influenced by the way Paris thought, lived, ate,
dressed and bought, which where all shaped by a made up character. This
meant that it was humanly impossible to copy who she was, as there was
so much she was hiding in the background that nobody, not even her own
family, knew about. She talks about cases where young girls would go to
plastic surgeons with a picture of themselves with a snapchat filter as their
reference. Although this was the case back when it was a trend, nowadays
so many more people, especially in the limelight are talking openly about
how beauty comes from being yourself.
Another aspect of movies influencing our society is the
background of how ideas are put into making a production.
Every movie has its own set in which a culture is created. As
the picture to the left shows, producers’ main drive can sometimes be to make a profit. This can result in a compromise
in moral values, as movies start to portray glorified ideas
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which is likely to make society deteriorate. This is because they care more
about how much money the film makes them instead of how the messages
of the storyline are portrayed. Now we know why so much investment
goes into producing and special effects. These
effects are designed to be like this, so that we don’t even notice them when
we become so engaged in a movie.
Looking at the benefits of entertainment, one of the most obvious ones is
education. Through a well designed plot, viewers are able to learn an immense amount of information through what they watch. Whether it’s about
the real world we live in, by watching documentaries, or society and history, sometimes integrated into fictional movies. We are very lucky in our
modern world to have incredibly easy access to such a variety of entertainment, meaning we can increase our knowledge quite simply. Upon doing some research on this topic, I found a new form of entertainment I had
never heard about before, “Educational Entertainment”. This is a real form
of media designed to educate through the use of films. This term was actually first used as early as 1954 by Walt Disney himself, in order to create
incidental entertainment thought the expanding of education.
As a concluding statement I would say that entertainment can have both a
positive and negative effect on society. By comparing both angles side by
side, we are able to see that they balance each other out very well. I think
that no matter what view you have, we are all affected by this massive industry in the same way.

Science Fiction is the Future of our Reality
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When the first Iron Man movie
was released in 2008, the idea of
a metal suit equipped with thrusters and stabilizers that would
make it possible for a human to
fly in was revolutionary and seemed crazy to many. Although
it awoke this desire to feel the
freedom of flying in many of the
viewers, it was unimaginable that
this would ever become a reality.
And yet, fast forward a decade
and movie magic has been met
with real science.
Richard Browning, a British inventor and entrepreneur, who started his company Gravity Industries Ltd in March 2017, is considered ‘‘the first real-life Ironman“ after building a suit fitted with miniature jet engines and fuel tanks. After
further developing their suit, Richard Browning set a new world record for the
‘‘Fastest speed in a body controlled jet engine powered suit“ at 136.9 km/h. However, he did not have it all his own way. In 2019, Richard received competition
from the American special effects designer and fabricator Adam Savage, who
also built an Iron Man suit. However, he took a different approach, and in addition to making the engines, he also created an explosion- and bulletproof suit to
complete the concept. This is a prime example of an invention that was merely
fiction when it was introduced to the world and has been made into reality by a
few people that were crazy enough to see a challenge in its seemingly impossible
development.
In another movie released in 1999, we can
see another vision from screenwriters, the
Wachowskis, that showed a highly dystopian scenario. In The Matrix, we see a
way in which individuals could learn new
languages and skills by being connected to
a computer and downloading the required
data.
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This idea seems far-fetched and impossible because the brain is a highly complex structure, and scientists are still discovering how the brain works. However, in 2016, Elon Musk founded Neuralink, a company dedicated to creating a
brain-computer interface (BCI) that can be implanted into people‘s heads. This
will primarily be used in humans with disabilities in order to give impulses to
muscle groups and, for example, make it possible for paralyzed patients to walk
again. While this technology is still in its infant-phase, it could possibly improve the lives of millions of people worldwide. As the movie, The Matrix is
thought to be set in 2199, we are currently on an accelerated path to making the
brain-computer interface operative. Who knows, maybe in 20 years, we will all
be traveling the world with a small chip in our brains and downloading the language or skill required at that moment.

A third example of how science fiction triggered innovation can be found in the
2004 movie iRobot. It displays a possible future in the year 2035, where robots
are the human‘s new assistants and butlers. The robots created for society are
objectively thinking machines controlled by artificial intelligence and are not
supposed to have their own thoughts and feelings. Companies like Honda, ANYbotics, and Boston Dynamics are currently working on legged robots. These robots will be able to help humans in various tasks such as carrying heavy things,
manufacturing, and even helping out in a household by, for example, clearing
the dishwasher. First and foremost, it raises an ethical question of whether or not
these robots should have feelings and to what extent the AI shouldbe involved in
human-interactions.
Although companies like Boston
Dynamics are not at the point of
including consciousness yet, movies
like iRobot are thought-provoking and
get conversations started on how we as
humans can interact and incorporate
robots into our everyday life.
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Although some people see science fiction just as entertainment, it is so much
more. Creative, futuristic story writing and storytelling help technology, science,
and culture push the human race forward. It gives us the impetus to think and
have conversations about future possibilities, decisions, and their consequences.
It provides us with the opportunity to project, predict, and plan the present and
the future.
These three ‚inventions turned into reality‘ are prime examples of science
fiction being an excellent outlet for inventors and innovators to visualize
an idea and publish it. In addition, scientists and engineers are fascinated
by solving seemingly impossible tasks and can find their challenges in these movies. Already, it has brought revolutionary inventions and incredible technology
into our lives, and it will continue to
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Sources used for the pictures:
I1: https://www.flyer.co.uk/real-life-iron-man-richard-browning-tofly-at-farnborough-show/
I2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NYtPWhdhhQ
I3: https://newsopener.com/news/elon-musk-demonstrates-his-neuralink-implants-brain-machine-interface-in-pigs/
I4: https://magazin.upc.ch/entertainment/paperback-book-day-film-mit-buchvorlage/
I5: https://www.extremetech.com/extreme/298944-boston-dynamics-begins-selling-spot-robot
Sources used for the text:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAJM5L9hhBs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Browning_(inventor)
https://www.itv.com/news/2019-11-14/iron-man-smashes-jet-suitworld-speed-record
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1wEO-pHizQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_Savage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Matrix
https://matrix.fandom.com/wiki/2199
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuralink
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The Cost of Digital Entertainment
A scrutinizing look at the world’s newborn favourite pastime;
streaming
Having been given its own lexica, e.g. ‚Netflix and chill’, the social circumstances have proven quite wholeheartedly how important being ‚plugged in‘ has
become for us. With many new streaming services emerging, such as Disney+,
I think it goes without saying that our society has grown dependent on the entertainment accessible from almost anywhere and everywhere. Be it on the grinding
commute to work, in between lectures at University, or in the comfy backdrop
of our own four walls (perhaps with that ambiguous ‘chill’ partner), streaming
seems to have replaced conventional ways of how we spend our leisure time,
especially when it comes to screening and cinematic entertainment.
Benefits during a global pandemic have proven to be digital entertainment‘s unquestionable gift of taking our
minds off the immediate shock
before us. More so, while we one
confined to our own home without
cinema visits being a possibility,
Netflix and co. enabled us to
re-watch old favourites or even
marvel at the actions of brand
new releases.However, taking the
environment into the equation,
what actually is the cost of our constant consumption of streaming services? And
who is the leading contributor to our invisible pollution?
Before I start delving into these questions, I first have to explain what I mean
by ‚invisible pollution’. With regard to our phones, social media, and all IT in
general, there is an environmental cost every time we send a message, email
a friend etc. Not only do emission costs arise as a result of the production,
shipping and distribution of technical equipment, but also (and mainly) through powering and cooling. Then, even if it does not feel like it, the internet
is a physical thing (scary, I know- AI at its best I guess). Everything online is
stored in data centres that need power to remain working.
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Already in 2012, it was estimated that we employed 500,000 centres globally.
This number has surged to more than 8 million with a rising trend. These data
centres produce an enormous exhaust of heat. In order to keep them cool, air
conditioners are vital to exert this cooling effect. Numerous data centres around
the world rely heavily on the usage of fossil fuels for power. In 2017, the WWF
took a close look at some of the most well-known companies out there and judged how committed they are in a sustainable contribution with their services (i.e.
if they use renewable energy to power their activities).
Here are some of the findings:
Overall, market leader Netflix scored a grade D in the report, which
does not seem too promising when
it comes to the sustainable commitment of the streaming site. With
54% of their energy coming from
the fossil fuel industry, the company lies far behind its competitor
YouTube. YouTube for instance
scored an A overall. With only
29% of total energy coming from
non-renewables, the firm is seen to
be much more in support of a sustainable pursuit to powering their
hardware. In addition, 56% of their
energy is accounting for the green
energy index, which considers their
usage of renewable energy sources. While Hulu and Vimeo, on
the other hand, received a worse
ranking with an overall grade F,
Netflix back in 2017 showed little signs of complying with their
pledge in 2015 to transition to an
eco-friendly alternative of power
generation.

Unfortunately, Greenpeace has not yet
released another ClickClean report which
would enable a verifying judgment on
how the serving sites improved (or worsened in that aspect). However, that does
not mean that you cannot take steps today
to hold these Multinational enterprises
accountable for switching to more sustainable working practices. In addition,
when considering your entire data impact,
why not also think about revolutionising
your free-time as a whole and leaving that
screen switched off?
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Ways to reduce your digital ‚invisible’ carbon footprint
Switching off: The obvious way to
reduce your contribution to online
greenhouse gas emissions is by spending less time on your phone- and
instead watching a real-life theatre or
musical. I am aware that a weekly theatre visit would be a costly pleasure,
but even a good ol’ board game with
your parents will not only spare the
environmental cost to the atmosphere,
but also perhaps bring you back some
childhood nostalgia.

Invite your friends: Admitting the
fact that streaming has become such an
integral part of our lives, lessen your
impact by not watching alone. Besides
the idea that sharing a resource helps
reduction of non- renewable energy
pollution in this case, isn’t enjoying
entertainment with a company always
the better choice?

Rewatch and make use of your old DVDs: When it comes to sustainability,
in most cases reusing what you already have proven to be the most eco-friendly choice you can make when it comes to your daily impact. In the light of this
assertion, why not take out those stashed away, dusty DVDs hidden in the TV
cupboard and rewatch them like the Neanderthals did back in the day- with a
DVD player?
... And if you would like to be really old-fashioned, like back in the ancient
times, maybe consider reading a book?

Sources:
http://www.gittemary.com/2020/02/theprice-for-being-plugged-in-the-environmental-impact-of-streaming-and-gaming.html
(04.10.2020)
http://www.clickclean.org/international/en/
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Favourite Actors

I first saw him in Extracurricular where his portrayal of the main character surprised me. The
emotions were so real
and raw that you couldn’t
help but feel for him.
Shortly after I noticed
him in Itaewon Class.
Where, even though he
didn’t play the main character, I couldn’t help but
follow his story line more
closely. I hope to see him
in more dramas and movies in the coming years.

Kim Dong-hee (born June 13, 1999) is
a south Korean actor. He first starred in
the teen web series A-TEEN in 2018,
which was his acting debut. He also starred in JTBC‘s hit drama Sky Castle. In
2019 he reprised his role as Ha Min in
A-TEEN’S
second season.
Then in 2020
he starred in the
webtoon based
JTBC drama
Itaewon Class.
His first leading
role is the part
of school boy
Oh Jisoo, in the
Netflix original
series
Extracurricular.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Dong- hee_(actor)
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Zendaya Maree Stoermer Coleman
(born September 1, 1996) is an American actress and singer. Her career began
as child model and backup dancer, before she gained popularity for her role
as Rocky blue in the Disney Channel
sitcom Shake It Up (2010–2013). From
2015 to 2018, she produced and starred
in the sitcom K.C. Undercover. In 2017
she played a supporting part in the musical drama The Greatest Showman and
starred in the superhero film Spiderman:
Homecoming. In 2019 she reprised
her role as MJ in Spiderman: Far from
Home. Her performance as a teenage
drug addict in the HBO drama series When I was younger, I would see her on
Euphoria led her to become the youn- Disney Channel and think to myself that
she would become a very popular actress in
gest winner of the Primetime Emmy
Award for Outstanding Lead Actress in time. Even though she only played a supporting role in The Greatest Showman, her pera Drama Series.
formance was enchanting. I loved her in the
Spiderman movies and am excited to see her
in upcoming ones. Her performance as Rue
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zendaya
in Euphoria was very real. Euphoria captures young adult problems in a very realistic
manner.
I am also very excited for her upcoming
projects, like Dune which is coming out in
2021.
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The first film I saw him in was
Pride, even though he only played a small role he had a huge impact on me. I started to watch his
other more famous roles; finding
out that he can also sing, in the
film Sunshine on Leith was a surprise. But to my favourite roles
counts his portrayal of William
Schofiled in 1917, which I even
saw in the cinema. Even though
he is not a famous actor, he played the role really well.

George Andrew J. MacKay (born 13
March 1992) is a British actor. He has acted
in films, television dramas, stage plays, and
other media. He portrayed Eddie in the 2013
film How I Live Now. MacKay also starred in the musical film Sunshine on Leith.
In 2014, he played the role of Joe, a 20-year-old struggling to come out in a homophobic Britain in 1984, in the film Pride which
is based on a true story. In 2016 he starred in
Captain Fantastic, where he played Bodevan.
MacKay portrayed Prince Hamlet in Ophelia, a 2018 film retelling the story of Shakespeare‘s play. In 2019 he played the role
of outlaw Ned Kelly in True History of the
Kelly Gang. MacKay played the lead role of
Lance corporal William Schofield, a young
British World War I soldier, in 1917.

I couldn’t tear my eyes from the screen for the whole film. After 1917 success, I hope to see him pop up
more in the public eye. I am very excited to see what
next projects he has planned.
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_MacKay
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Teachers’ Favourite
Favourite Movies
Movies
Teachers’
So as
as all
all the
the rest
rest of
of us
us shmucks
shmucks the
the teachers
teachers also
also have
have their
their favourite
favourite movies.
movies. So
So
So
the Journalism
Journalism Club
Club inquired
inquired further
further and
and here
here is
is what
what we
we came
came up
up with.
with.
the
Ms Crofts
Crofts favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are Pulp
Pulp Fiction,
Fiction, Touching
Touching the
the Void
Voidand
andThe
The
Ms
Bridges of
of Maddison
Maddison County.
County.
Bridges
Mr Cronin’s
Cronin’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are The
The Big
Big Lebowski,
Lebowski, Heat
Heat and
and This
This is
is Spinal
Spinal
Mr
Tap.
Tap.
Ms Wagner’s
Wagner’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are Wall
WallStreet,
Street,Dead
DeadPoet’s
Poet’sSociety
Societyand
andThe
The
Ms
Lion King.
King.
Lion
Mr King’s
King’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are True
True Grit,
Grit, The
The Big
Big Lebowski
Lebowski and
and The
The
Mr
Revenant.
Revenant.
Ms Schreiber’s
Schreiber’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are The
The Ghost
Ghost Writer,
Writer, A
ASerious
SeriousMan
Manand
and
Ms
Reservoir Dogs.
Dogs.
Reservoir
Mr Tuohy’s
Tuohy’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are Casablanca,
Casablanca, Indiana
Indiana Jones
Jones and
and the
the Temple
Temple of
of
Mr
Doom and
and Shrek.
Shrek.
Doom
Ms Shortall’s
Shortall’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are Casablanca,
Casablanca, Back
Back to
to the
the Future
Future and
and Shaun
Shaun of
of
Ms
the Dead.
Dead.
the
Ms Trinkler’s
Trinkler’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are Ps,
Ps, II love
love you,
you, The
The Blind
Blind Side
Side and
and Sweet
Sweet
Ms
Home Alabama.
Alabama.
Home
Mr P.
P. Roberts
Roberts favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are Predator,
Predator, Terminator
Terminatorand
andTotal
TotalRecall.
Recall.
Mr
Ms Kaufmann’s
Kaufmann’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are Groundhog
Groundhog Day,
Day, Megamind
Megamind and
and Galaxy
Galaxy
Ms
Quest.
Quest.
Mr J.
J. Robert’s
Robert’s favourite
favourite movies
movies are
are Monty
Monty Python
Python and
and the
the Holy
Holy Grail,
Grail, The
The
Mr
Shining and
and The
The Empire
Empire Strikes
Strikes Back.
Back.
Shining
Ms Galloway’s favourite movies are The Godfather, Apocalypse Now and The
Ms Galloway’s
English
Patient. favourite movies are The Godfather, Apocalypse Now and The
English Patient.
Ms Bernatschek’s favourite movies are The Wizard of Oz , Room with a View
and Himmel über Berlin.
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Ms Bernatschek’s favourite movies are The Wizard of Oz , Room with a View
Mr
favourite
movies are Dr Zhivago, Austin Power and Thunderbolt &
andWalker’s
Himmel über
Berlin.
Lightfoot.
Mr Walker’s favourite movies are Dr Zhivago, Austin Power and Thunderbolt
Ms
Bitzenhofer’s favourite movies are The Brothers Karamasovs, The Admiral
& Lightfoot.
and Much Ado about Nothing.
Ms Bitzenhofer’s favourite movies are The Brothers Karamasovs, The Admiral
Ms
favourite
is Grease.
and Jensens
Much Ado
about movie
Nothing.

Mr
favouritemovie
movies
are Apocalypse Now, 2001: A Space Odyssey
Ms Conroy’s
Jensens favourite
is Grease.
and The Shinning.
Mr Conroy’s favourite movies are Apocalypse Now, 2001: A Space Odyssey
Ms
favourite movies are Une nouvelle Amie, Swimming Pool and La
and Telega’s
The Shinning.
Finestra Di Fronte.
Ms Telega’s favourite movies are Une nouvelle Amie, Swimming Pool and La
Mr
Collins
Finestra
Di favourite
Fronte. movies are The Empire Strikes Back, Back to the Future
and Breakfast Club.
Mr Collins favourite movies are The Empire Strikes Back, Back to the Future
Ms
movies are Breaking Waves, Scent of a Woman and
and Graham’s
Breakfast favourite
Club.
John Wick.
Ms Graham’s favourite movies are Breaking Waves, Scent of a Woman and
Ms
JohnGreene’s
Wick. favourite movies are Cleopatra, Alexander and Wonder Woman.
Ms
favourite
movies
areare
Harry
Potter and
Inception.
Ms Shah’s
Greene’s
favourite
movies
Cleopatra,
Alexander
and Wonder Woman.
Dr
Sideways
and The Godfather.
MsIssacs
Shah’sfavourite
favouritemovies
moviesare
areBraveheart,
Harry Potter
and Inception.
Dr Issacs favourite movies are Braveheart, Sideways and The Godfather.
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EC1: How movies have influenced
me…
The first movie I have watched was Star Wars. I was about three years old and
remember how amazed I was at the world that had been created in a galaxy far
far away. I soon began watching the animated series The Clone Wars as my
parents deemed me too young to watch the prequels at the time. I was very
interested in the storyline and the aesthetics were perfect for me. I remember
getting different lightsabers over the years for my birthday and collected the
trading cards that were out at the time. I thought the characters were really
interesting and often quite funny. Although, I particularly loved Darth Vader and
found him to be my favourite even though he was the most feared villain in Star
Wars, I always thought there was a vulnerable side to him. This was no more
obvious than when he saves his son Luke from being killed by Darth Sidious.
When I was about 10 years old I lost a little bit of interest but was soon pulled
back and have never left this wonderful galaxy since. Because of this love of the
mythology George Lucas created over 40 years ago, I would love to have a
career behind the scenes of movies, a dream that I one-day hope to achieve. So
you could say this childhood obsession (well it's still an obsession) has certainly
influenced my future dreams and direction in life and entertains still as much as
it did when I saw those words scrolling down the screen and the perhaps the
most identifiable movie music ever written blasting from the speakers.
________________________________________________________________
__________________

With movies it's hard to pinpoint exactly what I like as I seem to always be
going through different phases. Interestingly, these seem to correspond to phases
in my life and how I am in that moment. However, without doubt the movies
that have stayed with me, and continue to have different and interesting
influences on me as a person, are the movies that leave me with a lot to think
about… and sometimes just plain old amazed. One movie that come to mind is a
80s classic called Withnail and I. My movie showed it to me one night when it
was just the two of us hanging alone at home. The story itself is short and
simple; however, the dialogue was hysterically funny and quite meaningful. I
also love the music, which was matched perfectly to the different scenes. As the
film ended that fateful night and the Withnail theme song filled my ears, I felt
that this was a truly amazing movie because it left me with those thoughts and
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feelings of inspired. Other such films that have left me the same way are 70s
classics "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" (who doesn't want to do the time
warp again) and "Educating Rita". So while we all have phases in our lives, for
me when a movie comes along which entangles me with its story and leaves me
with something to think about I find myself sometimes veering in a new
direction, inspired and happy to add it to the collection of what makes me..
well.. me.
________________________________________________________________
_________________
I have loved movies ever since I can remember, and they have always been a big
part of my life. One of the first movies I remember watching was a Japanese
animated movie called, "My neighbour Totoro". I loved it so much: from the
story, to the art, to the music that it soon became a huge part of my life and my
mother soon bought me all the DVDs of the creator and director Hayao
Miyazaki. That was my first exposure to Anime, which is a big part of my life
today. From there I started watching all kinds of movies from Disney favourites
like Brother Bear to all the Harry Potter movies. One of the big things is that
these movies inspired me to start reading. The main thing I love about these
things so much is that they introduce you to words, perspectives and
personalities that you probably wouldn’t have known otherwise, and they are
portrayed in an excellent way. Today I would say I probably watch more series
and read more books than I watch movies, although it was movies which
brought me into these fantastical worlds of the page and screen. They have also
inspired to start drawing and even sometimes writing. I have also bought loads
of merchandise of all my favourite series. Many of the shows that I love to
watch now have movie adaptations which has bought everything full circle and I
have even more opportunities to delve into these world's and characters. Movies
have, and always will, have a big impact on my life and I have a lot to thank
them for.

________________________________________________________________
_________________

Movies have influenced me in many ways. When I think back to the first movie
I watched, all I can think about is the joy it bought me. My earliest memory of
watching a movie was when I was six or seven and my sister and I watched
"Spirited Away" together. The magic in the story and the animation amazed me.
Since then my whole family often have movie marathons over those long dreary
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weekends when there is nothing else to do because of the weather. The movies
that have fascinated my sister and I the most were the Harry Potter movies.
Where whether aboard an old steam train, a flying car, or I was transported to a
magical world that soon became my second home and inspired me in so many
ways. To everyone's amazement but mine, I loved one of the stories antagonists
Draco Malfoy and was (and still am) taken by the darker aspects of the movies
which became more so with each film. I guess could say I grew up with and in
the movies moving away from childlike wonder to teenage angst and the issues
of becoming an adult. After having a serious Harry Potter phase my parents
thought it would be a good idea to watch the Marvel movies starting with Iron
Man and working our way up to Age of Ultron at home. By this stage we had
caught up to the cinema releases of the films and soon my sister and I would
venture off alone to be sucked into the big screen with all our new favourite
characters. We spent countless hours arguing which hero was better and who
would win the fights between them. So, in many ways movies are about family
and growing up for me. This passion, while having also created a seriously large
hole in my wallet, is one that I believe will never disappear, as there are so many
happy memories associated with the movies themselves and the occasions of
watching them. I even found the courage to begin drawing because of them. So I
think it's safe to say that my life would be rather different if it had not been for
the magic of cinema.
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«Totally awesome!»
Englisch ist in der Schweiz hip wie nie, vor allem unter Jugendlichen. Für sie ist es keine Allerweltssprache,
sondern das beste Mittel, um ihre Gefühle auszudrücken
Pascal Blum (Text) und
Michele Limina (Fotos)

«Ich mag die
deutsche Sprache
ehrlich gesagt nicht so,
es kratzt im Hals»

Erste Szene:
Das Video
Drei Schülerinnen im LindenhofPark in Zürich schauen sich ein
Handyvideo über die Black-LivesMatter-Bewegung an. Sie reden darüber und wechseln bruchlos vom
Schweizerdeutschen ins Englisch,
benutzen Begriffe wie «race relations». Es klingt wie im Radio: perfekt, wie gestanzt.
Englisch ist in der Schweiz so
gut wie normal geworden, wenn
man in einem international einigermassen vernetzten Job arbeitet.
In Videokonferenzen und Weiterbildungskursen wird Englisch gesprochen, im Uni-Seminar und in
der Yoga-Klasse wird es vorausgesetzt, in Cafés in der Stadt wird
man mit einem «Hi!» bedient, und
Wörter wie Lunch, Spreadsheet,
Cliffhanger oder Eyecatcher gehören längst zum Grundwortschatz
selbst von jenen, die sich nicht immer cool geben müssen.
5,8 Prozent der Schweizer Bevölkerung gaben 2018 an, als
Hauptsprache Englisch zu reden,
vor zehn Jahren waren es noch
4 Prozent. Schweizerinnen und
Schweizer sprechen die Sprache im
weltweiten Vergleich nicht schlecht,
laut English Proficiency Index von
Education First befinden wir uns
auf Platz 19, gleich hinter Kenia.
Auf dem ersten Platz: Holland. Gefolgt von Schweden, Norwegen
und Dänemark.
Auffällig ist, dass gerade die Gen
Z (geboren ab 1997) den etwas älteren Millennials (ab Anfang 80er)
den Rang abläuft. Grund dafür
könnte die Einführung der Personenfreizügigkeit 2002 sein. Die
Kinder von Eltern mit internationalem Hintergrund sind hier aufgewachsen und reden oft viel besser Englisch als die heute 35-Jährigen, die zwar auch mit TV-Serien
und viel Popkultur gross geworden
sind, aber ihr Englisch nicht so oft
brauchen, wie sie vielleicht behaup-

Mehr Englisch in Kinos
Schweizweit geht der Trend zu mehr
Synchronfassungen, in Zürich aber
verläuft die Entwicklung umgekehrt.
2019 sahen rund 55Prozent der Besucher in Zürich eine Vorführung in
Originalsprache, das ist der höchste Wert seit zehn Jahren. Nun kündigen die Pathé-Kinos an, in der
Schweiz vermehrt Originalversionen zu zeigen. Das betrifft etwa die
Kinos in Basel, Bern, Spreitenbach
AG, Dietlikon ZH und Ebikon LU. Besonders Expats und Menschen mit
Familie oder Herkunft im Ausland
hätten Filme mit Untertiteln nachgefragt, heisst es bei Pathé. (blu)

ten. Mit Abstand am meisten Englisch Sprechende leben im Grossraum Zürich, aber auch in Bern und
Basel ist Englisch die am häufigsten genannte Hauptsprache nach
Schweizerdeutsch und Deutsch.
Zweite Szene:
Die Zweisprachige
Wenn sie ihr altes Gymnasium in
Zürich besucht, kommt Klara ein
Strom von Teenagern entgegen,
die ganz selbstverständlich Englisch reden, es ist auch Klaras liebste Alltagssprache. Heute geht die
16-jährige Zürcherin in Waldshut
zur Schule, gleich hinter der Grenze. Wenn sie dort Englisch spricht,
geschieht es schon mal, dass ein
Gleichaltriger sich umdreht und
sagt: «Sprich Deutsch, wir sind hier
in Deutschland!»
Wechselt Klara im Gespräch
von Deutsch auf Englisch, wird
man ein bisschen nervös. Die Jugendliche spricht ein so akzentfreies Englisch, dass man sie für eine
Muttersprachlerin hält. Tatsächlich gilt Klara in ihrer Schule als
«native speaker», obwohl sie mit
ihren Eltern in der Schweiz Hochdeutsch spricht. Doch von klein
auf wurde Klara von Au-pairs aus
England oder den USA betreut;
später besuchte sie das bilinguale
Gymnasium in Zürich.
Das Englisch ist geblieben,
mehr als das: «Ich spreche Englisch,
wenn ich ich selbst bin», sagt Klara. Alles Private läuft bei ihr auf
Englisch ab. Klaras Gefühlsausbrüche sind auf Englisch, die Sprache
«ist in mir drin». «Ich mag die deutsche Sprache ehrlich gesagt nicht
so, es kratzt im Hals.» Englisch dagegen fliesst besser, ist weicher.
Klara denkt auf Englisch, liest auf
Englisch, guckt Filme und Serien
auf Englisch; Tiktok,Youtube, Influencer, alles Englisch.
In Zürich habe sich die Sprache
definitiv verbreitet, jeder sage «Insta-Posts» oder «hype», also «aufregend». Auch Kollegen, die nicht
zweisprachig aufgewachsen sind,
reden Englisch mit ihr und stellen,
wenn sie Netflix gucken, die Originalversion oder die englischen
Untertitel ein.
Korrigiert sie ihre Kollegen?
Manchmal, etwa wenn die anderen über die Grammatik stolpern
oder nicht wissen, wie man «organizational» schreibt. Viele würden
die Sprache konsumieren, sagt Klara, aber sie zu wenig leben. Dabei
gehe es ihrer Generation doch darum, sich zu bilden und mehr von
der Welt zu erfahren.
Dritte Szene:
Die Privatschule
Die 14-jährige Petra (Name geändert) sitzt mit ihrer Mutter, einer
ungarischen Zahnärztin, im Auf-

Klara, 16, Zürcher Schülerin
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«Totally
awesome!»
nahmegespräch für das englische
Kurzzeitgymnasium Hull’s School
in Zürich. Obwohl Petra zu Hause nur Ungarisch und Deutsch
hört, spricht sie tadellos Englisch.
Warum? «Internet», sagt Petra,
während sie Whatsapp-Nachrichten an eine englischsprachige Kollegin schickt.
Robin Hull von der Hull’s
School ist manchmal selbst erstaunt über die Jugendlichen, die
an seine Schule kommen. Es werden immer mehr, dieses Jahr sind
es über 300, bei Kosten von rund
30’000 Franken pro Jahr. Leisten
kann sich das nur die obere Mittelschicht, Akademikereltern, Ärzte, das Kader vom Paradeplatz. Die
Hälfte der Schüler will später an
einer angelsächsischen Eliteuniversität studieren.

In der Region Zürich haben rund
drei von vier Englischsprachigen
einen Universitätsabschluss, sie
werden angelockt von Firmen wie
Google. Vor kurzem hielt Hull
einen Vortrag vor der Elternvereinigung der Schweizer GoogleMitarbeitende. Sie wollten wissen,
wie es kommt, dass das Schweizer
Bildungssystem im Gegensatz zum
Ausland so wenig unternehme, um
Schülerinnen und Schüler an die
Unis zu schicken.
Lieber als von Expats spricht
der Rektor von internationalen
Schweizern, schliesslich planten
diese, sehr viel länger im Land zu
bleiben. Allerdings seien es gerade diese Familien gewohnt, dass
ihre Kinder in Richtung Hochschule gepusht werden. Englischsprachige hätten hierzulande aber
einen Nachteil etwa bei der Gymiprüfung, weil diese primär Mathematik und Deutsch beinhalte und
streng benotet werde.
«Englisch ist unsere einzige
Landessprache», sagt Robin Hull

provozierend, der in einer englischsprachigen Familie im Zürcher Oberland aufgewachsen ist
und eine lustige Krawatte trägt.
Ausserdem sei die Sprache emotional, verbunden mit Vergnügen
wie Games. Positiv besetzt. Anders als Französisch, als Hochdeutsch. Wobei das auch eine
Rückseite habe, aus der Oberstufe kämen nämlich viele lesefaule
Schüler zu ihm, das müsse sich
ändern. «Englisch wird leider
nicht mit Literatur verbunden.»
Vierte Szene:
Der Songwriter
Markus Schönholzer sitzt in der
Cafeteria der Zürcher Hochschule
der Künste, wo er unter anderem
Songwriting im Drama unterrichtet. Schönholzer ist Songwriter und
komponiert Musik für Musicals
und Theater, geboren wurde er
1962 in Buffalo, NewYork. Er sagt:
«In unserer hiesigen Song-Kultur
hat Englisch oft etwas Dekoratives.
Es geht um den Flow, um Sexiness,
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den Klang der Aussage. Inhalte
sind oft sekundär.»
Im Unterricht kämpft Schönholzer dagegen an, «mir ist Schweizerdeutsch oder Deutsch viel lieber als ein halbbatziges Englisch».
Seine Studenten sind um die 25
und würden, wenn sie auf Englisch
ausweichen, die Präzision und die
Echtheit oftmals aus den Augen
verlieren. «Mit gesammelten Plattitüden lassen sich halt nur selten
gute Geschichten erzählen.»
Was das Englisch angehe, sei
heute vor allem der passive Wortschatz der Schweizer beachtlich.
Noch immer aber gebe es Dekoratives und Slang. «Wer Englisch
spricht, sagt damit: Meine Welt
ist grösser.» Es gehe um die Zu
gehörigkeit zu einer Peergroup.
Was früher die Dialekte waren,
seien nun die Szenen, und mit
Blick auf Amerika falle ihm auf,
dass das Englische längst nicht
mehr als Ausdrucksform des USImperialismus gelte, es sei jetzt
die Sprache von Manuals und klu-

gen Büchern. Gerade wegen seiner Biografie – von Buffalo ins
Rheintal – sieht Markus Schönholzer die Entwicklung optimistisch, er kann nichts anfangen mit
der These vom Verlust des Eigenen. «Ich will das Thema de-emotionalisieren.» Englisch biete
einen Einstieg ins Gespräch.
Gleichheit. Das sei doch das Wichtigste: miteinander zu reden. Wie
in New York, wo man nie einen
New Yorker finde, aber überall
Polen und Inder. Wo alle ihr eigenes Englisch reden.
Fünfte Szene:
Der Coffee-Shop
Muss man in der Welt herumjetten oder eine teure Schule besuchen, um Englisch zu reden? Das
freundlichste «Hello» in Zürich
hört man im kleinen Café namens
Coffee. Mehrere Mitarbeiterinnen
reden hauptsächlich Englisch;
nicht selten bestellt man auf
Schweizerdeutsch und redet auf
Englisch weiter.

Das Handwerk des Kaffeemachens sei weltweit vernetzt, sagt
Mitbetreiber Thomas Leuenberger, man tausche sich nun mal
eher mit Paris als mit dem Appenzell aus. Aber sie hätten sich
schon gefragt, ob das funktioniert
mit dem Englisch im Quartiercafé. Eigentlich verläuft es ohne
Probleme, aber manchmal merke er, wie sich die Gäste halb entschuldigen dafür, dass ihr Englisch nicht so gut sei. Anderseits
habe man für die Jobs im Coffee
einfach Persönlichkeiten gesucht,
die die Leute willkommen heissen, zum Beispiel eine in den USA
aufgewachsene Schweizerin.
Die Gäste im Coffee mögen
aussehen wie typische Hipster,
aber wenn sie auf Englisch umschalten, tun sie das viel unbefangener, als das im Französisch je
der Fall war, und man hört allerlei dicke Akzente, Berner, Basler,
Ostschweizer. Eine neue Form des
sprachlichen Zusammenhalts.
Wouldn’t you say?

«Englisch
ist unsere einzige
Landessprache»

Robin Hull, Rektor der Hull’s School in Zürich

What do the English mean by «the Continent»?
Ist Ihr Englisch tatsächlich so «excellent», wie Sie glauben? Mit diesen zehn Fragen finden Sie es heraus

1) If you want several
cups of coffee for the same
price at a café, what
do you order?
A continual coffee
B continuous coffee

A Tease s.o. in a friendly way
B Getting s.o. to tell a secret
C Getting someone to admit
they‘re British

A be serious
B keep calm
C make sure people
know you’re important

3) What do the English mean
by «the Continent»?
A Europe
B Australia
C USA

6) Which expression does not
exist in English?
A It gave up the ghost
B We have the hay on the
same stage
C The cat is out of the bag

9) I take exception ... the
implication that I was not
handling the situation well.
A against
B to
C from
D within

4) How would a psychologist
tell their aristocratic patient
that he is insane?
A Your nuts, M'Lord!
B You're nuts, M'Lord!

7) What is meant by
the expression «Tough titty!»?
A Deal with it!
B You’re a cow!
C Tough crowd!

5) What does the expression
«Taking the mickey
out of someone» mean?

8) What should you do
when you’re told
to «keep your wig on»?

2) What is the response to
«How do you do?»
A Fine, thanks!
B Never better!
C How do you do?

10) «This party is lit.» What
does it mean?
A There are a lot of literary types
B It‘s very exciting
C One can smoke indoors
1=B, 2=C, 3=A, 4=B, 5=A, 6=B, 7=A,
8=B, 9=B, 10=B

Mein Englisch? Ausgezeichnet!
Das steht so ziemlich in jedem Bewerbungsschreiben. Aber Englisch
ist keine einfache Sprache, wenn
man mal versucht, einen halbwegs
anständigen Text zu schreiben
oder wenn man einen Vortrag halten muss.
Welche Redewendungen gibt
es wirklich? Wie war das schon wieder mit den Präpositionen? Testen
Sie Ihre Englisch-Fähigkeiten im
Quiz, teilweise mit Fragen von der
Hull’s School in Zürich.

Lösungen:

Auswertung
0-3 Punkte
Sie schummeln in Ihrer Bewerbung!
Ihr Englisch ist alles andere als «excellent». Sie können nur hoffen,
dass die anderen es auch nicht
besser können.
4-7 Punkte
Not bad. Sie brillieren mit Ihrem
Englisch wahrscheinlich im Büro,
aber für den Pub-Besuch müssen
Sie noch etwas zulegen.
8-10 Punkte
You’re the best! Sie fanden das Quiz
lächerlich einfach, schliesslich
sprechen Sie ausgezeichnet Englisch. (blu)
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By Robin Hull, lic.phil. Dip RSA
This guide has been written by a practitioner for parents. While most examples
illustrating the Swiss system are taken
from German-speaking Switzerland and
the Greater Zurich Area, the content of
this guide applies to Switzerland as a
whole, including French-speaking cantons, Italian-speaking cantons and the
Rumantsch areas of Graubünden.

Who this guide is for
▶ international families who see their long-term future in Switzerland and are
planning to or are already sending their children to Swiss schools
▶ not intended for expat families who are only spending a few years in Switzerland and will quite rightly have chosen international schools
Aims of the guide
▶ compare the educational systems of Switzerland and the UK
▶ offer help in coping with Swiss education and the differences in school culture
▶ identify the neuralgic points in the Swiss educational system, when the academic elite is selected for elite schools (“Gymnasium”/“lycée”/“liceo”)
▶ show who does well in Swiss elite schools and who might encounter problems
▶ explain why children from international families struggle to get into Gymnasium
▶ provide advice for those who do not fit the mould of Swiss Gymnasium and
show little or no interest in apprentiRobin Hull, Principal of Hull‘s School
ceships
Zurich, trustee of the Schweizerische
▶ show the relative merits of the Swiss Alpine Mittelschule Davos (SAMD),
Matura, IGCSE / A-levels and the IB Chairman of the Swiss Dyslexia Asso▶ compare Swiss – with UK universi- ciation (VDS), examiner for the KV Beties and offer advice on how to get in rufsmatura, patron of the Music Eyes
Foundaton and curator of the Inter▶ provide helpful information for stu- national Aldous Huxley Society. Robin
dents with special needs
Hull lives in the Zürich Oberland with
his Latvian wife and five children.
Follow this link to order:

www.guideto.ch

An Enchanting Encounter
Mrs Greene and Mr Cunningham had an enchanting encounter with the remarkable Bettany
Hughes in Ancient Olympia, Greece. Professor Bettany Hughes is an award-winning
historian, author and broadcaster specialising in classical history. She has written and
presented over 50 TV and radio documentaries for the BBC, Netflix, The History Channel,
National Geographic and other channels. Bettany was awarded an OBE for services to
history. She was the first woman ever to receive the prestgious European Helena Vaz da
Silva Prize for promoting Public Awareness of Cultural Heritage. Bettany was awarded the
Distinguised Friend of the University of Oxford Award and a Special Award for services to
Hellenic Culture and Heritage. Her first book Helen of Troy has been translated into ten
languages. Her second, The Hemlock Cup, Socrates, Athens and the Search for the Good
Life was a New York Times bestseller and was shortlisted for the Writer's Guild Award.
Bettany was also named as one of the BBC's 100 Global Women. You can view a personal
video message from the exceptional Bettany Hughes to our students at Hull's School on the
Hull’s School Facebook, Instagram and Twitter pages.

Hiking Day

Clubs Lunch Launch Event, Music Club
and Philosophy Club

Rugby
Photographs of EC1 rugby training and Hull's School at the ZIS Touch Rugby Tournament.
Congratulations to Valentino Compostella who won the fairest player award.

Art Trip to the Van Gogh Alive Exhibition

EC1 Art History Trip to the Tutankhamun
Exhibition

EC1 Biology Posters

EC1 Mathematics Posters

Sami Clauss and Schmutzli’s visit to Hull’s School
Many thanks to the Student Council for all their hard work organising the visit.
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